ABSTRACT. Inductive limits of ascending sequences of finite dimensional C -algebras are studied. The main algebraic feature which distinguishes the AF-algebras from UHFalgebras and matroid C*-algebras is that the latter algebras are always simple, while this is not the case for the former in general. In fact the ideal structure, and even the primitive ideal structure of an AF-algebra, may be fairly complicated, and it seems that the structure space of an AF-algebra may have almost all kinds of topological degeneracies, see e.g. 5.9.
The AF-algebras overlap, without exhausting, a great range of the kinds of and multiplication is norm continuous, e is a unit in SI. Hence <•! is AF, and each diagram of the considered type gives rise to an AF-algebra. 1.4 . In all what follows, the expression si USI fresp. B = UB , etc.) zz n \ F zz " / > will mean "SI (resp. B) is an AF-algebra, and <?!>_., (resp. <B > _, , ) is an r 6 72 72-1,2"-r n 77-1 ,2 ---increasing sequence of finite dimensional subalgebras of SI (resp. B) all containing the identity of SI (resp. B) such that SI = Q » (resp. B = Q B )."
If SI = U SI and e is the unit of SI, we set, for convenience, SI = Ce, so that SI0 Ç SIj Ç Si" Ç , and SI = U~=Q SK 1.5. Let SI=U SI , B = M B . Then it is trivial to verify that SI 0 B = *" n n *^n n '
Utz(SI ©B ), and SI ê B = (J (SI. ê B ). Let SI " \JW, and let p be a w™ n n v^zz zz zz zz zz r morphism of SI onto a C*-algebra B. Then, since ||p(x)|| < ||x|| for all x £ SI we have that B = M p(SI ). Since SI is finite dimensional, B = p(SI ) is a finitê *nr n n n ' n dimensional C*-subalgebra of B, and since p maps the unit of SI into a unit of B, B is AF.
It follows that the class of AF-algebras with their morphisms form a category which is closed under finite sums and tensor products. (i) SI is separable. 
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Here f-> denotes the inclusion map.
We construct a., v., a , v , a ,-• • successively by induction. such that v2I'ii*C 8" . , and such that vxv* = x, x £ 8 . • 
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A is some subset of JJ, so 7 has the form (1). We show that A satisfies (i) and (ii). Hence, «¿¿^ |K"*> -A = 1, and since ¡2 = UJ^Cl&J, infye/2 \\e^ -y\\ = 1. Hence e{nk) i 12 while e{nk) £¡x çT x; thus I x / 12, and hence tpl2 is injective.
3.4.
As an example of the use of Theorem 3-3 we look at the algebra GS(k) + C/ mentioned in 1.9.
F^-vn;
Ils I
The only ideal of this algebra, except for the trivial ones, is the algebra generated by the factors lying inside the boundary indicated. From the description of this algebra given in 1.9 it follows that this ideal is QS(k), and we thus get the well known fact that the only nontrivial norm closed ideal in QE(k) + C/ is QE(/<).
3.5-Using Theorem 3-3 we shall find a condition for SI = \J SI to be simple:
Corollary. Let SI = {J SI . Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) SI is simple.
(ii) SI is algebraically simple. (ii)=^»(i). This is proved for separable C*-algebras in [l, Corollaire 1 to
Théorème 2]. We shall later, in 4.17, give a direct argument for this fact which applies for AF-algebras.
(ii)=^> (iii). Assume (ii). Then the intersection of any two ideals both / {Oi is / {Oi. Now, let («ft), (mq) £ JJ(2I). By the argument used in 3.5 the ideal in U 21 generated algebraically by AC fe. (resp. Al ) is By (ii), Tj n T2 / lof, and then, by 3.1, loi / Tx n T2 n (U"ttB) = (7j n (U"SIn)) n(/" n (U SI )) = /, n / where the last equality follows from Theorem 3.3. /, 4.3. Lemma. Let 21 be a C*-algebra with unit e, and let I be an ideal in 21.
Let S be a finite dimensional *-subalgebra of 21 containing e. Let p: 21 > 21// = 21 be the quotient morphism and let 8 = p(S). Then 8^ = p(8c).
Proof. Since p is a morphism, p(8c) C 8^.
Let {e^S be a set of matrix units for 8, and let e. = p(e) = p(2,2.e(.,'e(*') (i) co is a factor state.
(ii) For all x £ 21 there exists an integer r > 0 such that |tu(xy) -cu(x)&j(y)| < ||n>)|| for all y £ 2IC.
(iii) For all x £ 21 there exists a finite dimensional *-algebra 8 C 21 containing e such that \co(xy) -co(x)co(y)\ < \\Rj.y)\\ for all y £ 8C.
Proof. Suppose first that II is faithful. Then ||II U)|| = ||x|| for all x £ 21, and the argument which shows the equivalence of (i), (ii) and (iii) Then, suppose that 11^ is not faithful. Let 7 = ker II7, and let p: 21 -» 21// be the quotient morphism. Then by Proposition 3-7, 21// = [J p(2I) (in the AFsense).
We may lift co to a state coQ of 21// and II^ to a faithful representation n70 of 21// such that co = coQ °p and 11^= 11^ ° p. Then lT70 is the Gelfand- We have then established the following implications:
(ii)
Hence ( (ii) For all e > 0 there exists an integer r > 0 such that \co .ix) -eo Ax)\ < e\\Uxix)\\ for all x e«*.
(iii) For all e > 0 there exists a finite dimensional *-algebra B C SI containing e such that \co Ax) -co Ax)\ < e\\U Ax)\\ for all x £ Bc.
(iv) There exists a finite dimensional *-algebra S C SI containing e such that sxiv\\co xix) -co 2ix)\\ x £ Ec, UIIjU)!! < li < 2. INDUCTIVE LIMITS OF FINITE DIMENSIONAL C*-ALGEBRA 219
This proves the equivalence of (i)-(iv).
4.6. We shall now prove a result concerning algebraic equivalence of representations of AFalgebras (4.12) and a result concerning the orbits of the automorphism group of an AF-ialgebra 21 in the set P(2I) of pure states of 21 (see 4.15). (ii) SI is £272 AF-algebra. 3Jt is a type I factor.
(iii) SI is an AF-algebra. 3Ä is a type III factor.
Proof, (ii) I£ 33Ï is a type I factor, then 3)1 has the form B(k) ® C/ where k is some
Hubert space and / is the identity mapping on some other Hubert space. The map 3K -» B(z<): x ® / -► x is then an isomorphism, so we may assume 3It = B(k), a: SIj -» SI be an isomorphism, and suppose that 21" = SI" = 1 and that SI Ç HL Let S C SI be a finite dimensional *-algebra containing I , and be £ = a(E ). (iv) For all r> 0, a ix) = (7 %!/* for x e 21, .
r r r 1 ,7
For r = 0, set 21 = SI = C/, and Í7 = / and let a be an isomorphism from 21 onto SI The conditions (i)-(iv) are then trivially satisfied. This ends the induction. 1 if i = / = a, 0' in other cases.
The" P I \k + l is a Pme state' and for x e Bife+i we have PW = p(e("^ + ll)^e<i"/+ll))- In short, each state of SI has a pure extension to SI. Since U SI is dense in SI it then follows that the set of pure states of SI is U7*-dense in the set of states of SI.
5. An example. The current algebra. 21(a) such that Xe^ = x ^or a^ ^ e ^' ^n) form a C*-algebra which we shall denote by 21 (X), and call the current algebra. We shall now use the fact that 2I(X) is a UHF-algebra to deduce that 21 (X)
is an AF-algebra. We use the description of 2I(X) given in [ll] . Let {/ S =1 be 1 and 2, therefore constitutes, by suitable indexing, a set of 2" x 2" matrix units.
These matrix units generate the algebra of all polynomials in the field operators a(f) and a(f)*, where / runs throught the linear span of /.,-■-, / . We denote this algebra by 21 . Then 2I(X) = U 21 , so 2I(X) is a UHF-algebra. Let 21° be 0 ' 72 ^^72 72 & 72 the gauge invariant elements in 2Í . In the next lemmas we shall study the structure of 21°, and the embedding of 21° into 2I° + j. Then we shall show that 2I°(X) = U 2Í0, and thus establish that 2I°(X) is AF.
